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Gapped tunneling spectra in the normal state of Pr2ÀxCexCuO4
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We present tunneling data in the normal state of the electron doped cuprate superconductor Pr22xCexCuO4

for three different values of the dopingx. The normal state is obtained by applying a magnetic field greater than
the upper critical fieldHc2 for T,Tc . We observe an anomalous normal state gap near the Fermi level. From
our analysis of the tunneling data we conclude that this is a feature of the normal state density of states. We
discuss possible reasons for the formation of this gap and its implications for the nature of the charge carriers
in the normal and the superconducting states of cuprate superconductors.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The nature of the normal state of high-Tc superconductors
is a matter of great interest because it gives informat
about the nature of the charge carriers and the pairing me
nism leading to superconductivity. It is now widely accept
that, in cuprate superconductors there is a depletion of
density of states~DOS! at the Fermi level (EF) at a tempera-
tureT* , which is much higher than the superconducting tra
sition temperature (Tc). This gap is called the pseudoga
~PG!. The evidence for this PG has come from various
periments which include angle resolved photoemission sp
troscopy ~ARPES!, optical conductivity and tunneling
spectroscopy.1,2 For the hole-doped high-Tc superconductors
~e.g., BSCCO! these measurements show that the superc
ducting gap (DSC) has a similar width as the PG. This lea
many to believe that the PG and theDSC have a similar
origin. Theories predicting pair correlations aboveTc have
been suggested, which are supported by these experim
The other important property of the PG is its doping dep
dence. The PG appears at higher temperatures for the u
doped compounds and is not observed in overdo
compounds.2 The situation is less clear for other cuprat
such as the hole-doped system La22xSrxCuO4 ~LSCO!. The
width of the PG in LSCO from ARPES~Ref. 3! and optical
conductivity4 measurements comes out to be much lar
than the width ofDSC.5 These results raise questions abo
the origin of the PG and more experiments on the norm
state of the cuprates are necessary.

A lot of interest has been generated recently by the e
tron doped counterparts of the high-Tc cuprates. These ma
terials have the general formulaR22xCexCuO4 (R5Nd, Pr,
Sm!. These materials were believed to have ans-wave super-
conducting gap symmetry but recent results have shown
the gap has ad-wave symmetry similar to the hole-dope
cuprates.6–8 A comparison between the properties of t
hole-doped and electron doped systems is needed as inp
theories of high-Tc superconductivity. In this context it is
important to investigate the normal state of the electr
doped materials and check if results similar to the ho
doped cuprates are obtained, e.g., the formation of a PG
the normal state. Transport measurements have shown
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there is a metal-insulator crossover as a function of Ce d
ing in the normal state of the electron-doped cupr
Pr22xCexCuO4 ~PCCO!.9 Recently tunneling spectroscop
measurements have been reported in the normal stat
PCCO and NCCO.10,11 These reports give evidence for
normal state gap for fields above the bulkHc2 andT,Tc . In
Ref. 11 the authors suggest that this normal state gap c
be due to the presence of a PG in the normal state of
electron doped superconductors. However, the width of
gap is not consistent with other recent measurements u
ARPES and optical conductivity which show normal sta
gaps of 60 meV and wider.12,13 Further work is therefore
necessary to explain the origin of this normal state gap
the differences between the properties of the hole
electron-doped systems.

In this paper we report our tunneling studies of the norm
state of the electron doped cuprate supercondu
Pr22xCexCuO4 for different values of the dopingx. Prelimi-
nary work was reported in Ref. 10. For PCCOHc2 is of the
order of 10 tesla forx50.15 at 1.5 K. This makes it possibl
to obtain the normal state by applying a field greater th
Hc2 and to then perform the tunneling studies. In hole-dop
cuprates theHc2 is much higher (>50 T for optimally
doped samples! and the tunneling studies which have be
performed in the normal state are forT.Tc . We find that in
the normal state, there is a depletion of the density of sta
~DOS! near the Fermi level (EF). Further investigation re-
veals that this normal state gap~NSG! closely resembles the
correlation gap formed in disordered metals due to enhan
electron-electron interactions. We present data which sh
that this NSG is not due to residual superconductivity at
surface for fields above the bulkHc2. The formation of this
NSG gives us new information about the nature of the cha
carriers in the normal state and hence about the pai
mechanism.

There have been several tunneling studies reported on
electron-doped cuprates but the results have been inco
tentvis a visthe values of the SC gap, the observation of t
zero bias conductance peak formed due to Andreev bo
states, etc.14–16 The standard techniques used for other c
prates such as YBCO, e.g., multilayer junctions, are diffic
to use for the electron doped materials because~1! a-axis
©2001 The American Physical Society19-1
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AMLAN BISWAS et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 64 104519
oriented superconducting films of PCCO or NCCO have
been grown yet and~2! the extreme sensitivity of these com
pounds to the oxygen stoichiometry which makes it diffic
to fabricate tunnel junctions without changing the superc
ductor in some way. In this paper we report tunneling data
three different types of junctions and show that they all g
consistent results.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The tunneling studies were performed mainly onc-axis
oriented thin films of PCCO grown using pulsed laser de
sition ~PLD! on LaAlO3 ~LAO!, and yttrium stabilized zir-
conia~YSZ! substrates. Details of the film growth are give
in Refs. 17,18. The films have been optimized for oxyg
content by maximizingTc for each cerium concentration
The films were characterized by x-ray, ac susceptibility, a
resistivity measurements.

We have used three techniques to tunnel into thea-b
plane ofc-axis oriented thin films. In the first technique,
thin film of c-axis oriented PCCO, covered with SiO2, is
broken in vacuum to expose thea-b plane while Ag is being
evaporated in the vacuum chamber. A junction is thus form
between the freshly exposed PCCO surface and silver.
size of the junction is reduced to about 200mm. This is a
new method of forming junctions to tunnel into thea-b plane
of PCCO details of which will be discussed in a future pu
lication. We will call these ‘‘break junctions’’ in the subse
quent sections although they are not break junctions in
usual sense. The second technique is very similar to
break junction method. Here thec-axis oriented film is cov-
ered with SiO2 and broken in air. Indium was pressed on t
freshly exposed side of the film. We used indium to che
the quality of the junction by recording the tunneling featu
of indium. These will be called ‘‘pressed junctions.’’ Th
third method was the usual point contact junction formed
pressing a gold electrode on the side of a single crystal
freshly broken thin film such that the direction of curre
flow is perpendicular to thec axis.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

We first show the tunneling data on the optimally dop
PCCO sample (x50.15). Figure 1~a! shows the data using
the break junction method. The superconducting gap
clearly visible and results in a bunching of states near6DSC
~coherence peaks!. The value ofDSC is about 5 meV which is
similar to the values reported in earlier tunneling studies.14,5

The conductance (G5dI/dV) within the gap voltage doe
not go to zero because of two possible reasons:~1! the junc-
tions have more than one conduction channel, i.e., are
tunnel junctions but ballistic point contact junctions and~2!
the likely d-wave symmetry of the SC gap. The effect of t
first point has been discussed in detail in the classic pape
Blonder, Tinkham, and Klapwijk~BTK! ~Ref. 19! for the
case of isotropics-wave superconductors. In the BTK anal
sis the junction was parametrized by a quantityZ which de-
pends on the scattering at the interface between the meta
the superconductor. High transparency junctions haveZ;0
10451
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and tunnel junctions haveZ@1. For superconductors with a
anisotropic gap a modified BTK model has been describe
Ref. 20. A detailed fitting of our data to such models is
progress. However, in the following sections we will u
these ideas qualitatively. Figure 1~a! also shows the variation
of the tunneling spectra with temperature. This variation
due to a combined effect of the thermal smearing of
spectra and the variation in the density of states~DOS! of the
SC with temperature. TheDSC does not change noticeabl
with temperature. The gap structure disappears aboveTc and
the background conductance of the junction is observed
T525 K.

When a magnetic fieldH.Hc2 is applied to this tunnel
junction atT51.7 K (T!Tc), the SC gap is no longer ob
served as expected~i.e., the coherence peaks disappear!, but
surprisinglythe gap at theEF persists. However, the shape
this gap as a function of energy is quite different@Fig. 1~b!#

FIG. 1. ~a! TheG-V curves for the break junction between silv
and PCCO (x50.15). The superconducting gap is marked. T
curves aboveTc are shifted due to the resistance of the film in ser
with the junction.~b! G-V curves for the same junction in~a! in a
magnetic field of 9 T applied parallel to thec axis. A prominent gap
in the normal state is seen at low temperatures.
9-2
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from the SC gap. We call this unexpected gap the nor
state gap~NSG!, since resistivity measurements at this ma
netic field show that the PCCO film is in the normal sta
Before we further analyze this NSG we present data wh
show that the observation of this NSG does not depend
the type of tunnel junction. Figure 2~a! shows data for a
pressed junction using an indium counterelectrode. The
dium was used to check the quality of the junction. T
contribution of the indium density of states is visible in t
zero field data, since when a field of about 5000 G w
applied to make the indium electrode normal there is a la
increase in the zero bias conductance which indicates tha
indium has become a normal metal with no superconduc
gap @inset Fig. 2~a!#. In the superconducting state of indiu
the G at zero bias is not zero which shows that this junct
is not in the tunneling limit. We findZ'0.7 according to a
rough estimate made from the ratio of the conductance a

FIG. 2. ~a! TheG-V curves for the pressed indium junction wit
PCCO (x50.15). The superconducting gap is marked. The in
shows the effect of the indium gap on theG-V curves.~b! TheG-V
curves for the same junction in~a! in a magnetic field of 8.5 T
applied parallel to thec axis. The normal state gap is clearly visibl
10451
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mV (G20) and at 0 V (G0).19 For fields above 5000 G the
contributions to the tunneling spectra will be dominated
the DOS features of PCCO. For an applied field of 8.5 T
NSG is clearly seen for this junction too@Fig. 2~b!#. In Fig.
3~a! we show the tunneling data obtained from point cont
tunnel junctions formed between a gold tip and a PCCO t
film. The zero field data clearly shows the gap feature
superconducting PCCO. The temperature dependence o
tunneling spectra is similar to that observed for the other t
types of junctions. On the application of a magnetic field
8.5 T we again observe the NSG@Fig. 3~b!#. From these data
we conclude that this anomalous NSG is present irrespec
of the kind of tunnel junction.

We now discuss the nature of this NSG in more det

t FIG. 3. ~a! The G-V curves for the point contact junction be
tween PCCO (x50.15) and gold. The superconducting gap
marked for the curve taken at 1.54 K. The inset shows the setup
the formation of the point contact junction between PCCO and g
for tunneling into thea-b plane.~b! The normal state gap is see
when a field of 8.5 T is applied parallel to thec axis.
9-3
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First we look at the behavior of this gap as the temperatur
increased upto and beyondTc . The Tc for our optimally
doped PCCO films is about 21 K. We see that the N
becomes indistinguishable from the background forT.Tc
@Figs. 1~b!, 2~b!, and 3~b!#. This could be interpreted as ev
dence for the NSG being due to some residual supercon
tivity ~even forH.Hc2) which goes away forT.Tc . How-
ever we have to consider that the width of the NSG
;7 meV and a temperature of 25 K can smear out featu
of about 5 meV in the tunneling spectra. To check if the NS
closes aroundT5Tc just due to thermal smearing we hav
made a simple estimate of the role of thermal smearing in
temperature evolution of theG vs V curves using the follow-
ing equation for the tunneling current:21

I ~V,T!5cE
2`

`

nS E1
eV

2 D F f S E1
eV

2
,TD

2 f S E2
eV

2
,TD GdE, ~1!

wheren(E) is the DOS of the PCCO sample at zero te
perature,f (E,T) is the Fermi function at a temperatureT,
andV is the junction bias. Forn(E) we have taken theG(V)
vs V curve at 1.6 K and smeared it using Eq.~1! for a tem-
peratureT. We have assumed that the density of states of
counterelectrode gold is a constant for the relevant ene
range and so is the tunneling barrier for this range of en
gies both of which are included in the constantc. The results
of these calculations are shown in Fig. 4. It shows that th
mal smearing alone cannot explain the disappearance o
NSG for T;20 K. This means that the NSG has a sign
cant thermal dependence of its own. With this analysis

FIG. 4. The effect of thermal smearing on the normal state
in the tunneling spectra. The normal state gap at 1.6 K~open
circles! evolves to the solid line at 25 K due to thermal smear
@calculated using Eq.~1!#. This calculated curve at 25 K does n
match the experimental curve at 25 K~open squares!. Data shown is
for x50.15 composition using the break junction method, in a fi
of 8.5 T.
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have shown that although the thermal smearing of the t
neling spectra has a significant influence on their evolut
with temperature the NSG does indeed become smaller
increasing temperature. This thermal dependence of the N
could be due to residual SC, or it could be that there is
residual SC and the NSG has its own thermal depende
due to the temperature dependence of the interactions w
are responsible for the suppression of the DOS atEF . The
possible origin of these interactions will be discussed late
this section.

To study the possible contribution to the NSG of residu
SC at the interface and/or the tunnel barrier, we forme
high transparency point contact junction between a gold
and anx50.13 thin film of PCCO. Figure 5~a! shows the
G-V data at various applied fields for such a junction, at
K. The peak formed at zero bias~for H,Hc2) is due to
Andreev reflection which is observed in high transparen
junctions. At H50 the width of the feature is about 2DSC

(;10 meV) andG(0)/GN is 1.62 @Fig. 5~a! inset#, where
GN is the value ofG(V) for eV.D. These are clear signa
tures of Andreev reflection~AR! occurring at the interface
between gold and PCCO. This also shows that for this ju
tion Z;0. We chose thex50.13 composition because it ha
a low Tc of 12 K and therefore we get a good temperatu
range to operate in before thermal smearing washes ou
features in theG(V) vs V curves. When a magnetic field i
applied on this junction, the AR feature reduces in height a
also shrinks in width and when the superconductivity is d
stroyed, disappears completely. This is a clear indication
there is no residual SC at the interface in ourG-V curves.
However, the NSG is clearly visible. In fact for intermedia
values ofH the normal state density of states reveals itsel
higherV while at the same time there is peak at zero bias
to Andreev reflection, as shown in Fig. 5~b!. Since this is a
high transparency junction, the junction barrier has ne
gible effect on the shape of the curve. This is clear from F
5~a! since forH50 the G-V curve is almost flat~indepen-
dent ofV) for eV.D.

The other test to check if the NSG is truly a feature of t
normal state is to increase the temperature beyondTc and
observe the evolution of theG(V) vs V curves. Figure 5~c!
shows that removing SC by increasing the temperature
an evolution similar to that of increasingH beyondHc2 ~for
T,Tc). However, the presence of the NSG is less clear
T.Tc due to thermal smearing. This strongly suggests t
the NSG is indeed a normal state feature. We should add
that the high transparency junctions are not tunnel juncti
but point contact junctions with more than one channel
conduction. However we are still in the ballistic region, i.e
the junction size, given by a radiusa, is smaller than the
elastic mean free path of the electronl e ~the Sharvin limit!.
We know this must be the case because atT;20 K, G(V)
has a minimum atV50.22 If the junction were in the diffu-
sive limit (a. l e) then the curvature of the tunneling spect
in the normal state would change and there would be a m
mum in theG-V curve atV50. Hence the features observe
in the G-V curves in the normal state do reflect the DO
features of the normal state. From this experiment we t

p
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GAPPED TUNNELING SPECTRA IN THE NORMAL . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 64 104519
FIG. 5. ~a! The G-V curves for a high transparency (Z;0)
point contact junction between PCCO (x50.13) and gold. A peak
due to Andreev reflection~AR! is seen near zero bias. The ins
shows the increase inG by a factor of 1.62 at zero bias compared
the G at 20 mV. When a field is applied, the AR peak shrinks bo
in height and width and disappears for fields>5 T. ~b! An en-
larged view of theG-V curves at high magnetic fields. As the A
peak shrinks and disappears the normal state DOS is seen,
when there is a peak at zero bias, foruVu.DSC. The normal state
gap is again seen forH>5 T. ~c! The variation of theG-V curves
with temperature. The normal stateG-V curve is seen at 20 K. The
inset shows an enlarged view of theG-V curves at high tempera
tures.
10451
draw two important conclusions:~1! the NSG is definitely a
normal state feature and~2! it can be observed forH.Hc2 as
well as forT.Tc .

What is the origin of this NSG? Such features in the de
sity of states have been observed before in various syst
such as disordered metallic films23 and perovskite oxides
such as LaNiO32d ~Ref. 24! using tunneling spectroscopy
The appearance of these features in the density of state
these materials is due to electron-electron Coulomb inte
tions which are enhanced due to disorder in the materi
Such effects lead to anomalies in the DOSn(E) nearEF .
For three-dimensional systems this anomaly is of the fo
n(E)5n(0)@11AE/D#, where D is called the correlation
gap. For two-dimensional systems the electron-electron
teraction leads to decrease in the DOS nearEF given by
dn/n;2 ln(E/E0).

25 These anomalies are the precursors
the insulating phase ‘‘Coulomb gap’’ which is formed atEF
when the disorder is increased and the states nearEF are
localized.

The effects mentioned above have been observed in F
liquid systems with varying degrees ofe-e correlation and
disorder. Although the normal state of a cuprate superc
ductor shows non-Fermi-liquid behavior, in the following w
have used the ideas developed for Fermi liquids in our
tempt to understand the origin of the NSG. Figure 6 show
plot of the G(V) as a function of lnV (V.0) taken atT
51.6 K using a gold and PCCO point contact junctio
G(V) is a linear function of lnV for a large range of V@for
V,1 mV, G(V) deviates from the straight line due to the
mal smearing#. This behavior follows closely the aboveme
tioned signature of a 2D correlation gap.23,26 In Ref. 23 it is
shown that as the sheet resistance of the film is increased
logarithmic anomaly at zero bias becomes deeper. We w

ven

FIG. 6. A plot of G vs lnV in the normal state of underdope
(x50.13,T51.61 K), overdoped (x50.17,T51.6 K), and opti-
mally doped (x50.15,T51.54 K) compositions of PCCO. Dat
for positive bias is shown. The solid lines are linear fits to the d
for a certain voltage range. The inset shows tunneling spectra
PCCO (x50.17) at 1.6 K, in the superconducting (H50) and nor-
mal (H58.5 T) states.
9-5
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AMLAN BISWAS et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 64 104519
to verify if a similar trend is observed in the normal state
PCCO as in the case of disordered metal films. The sh
resistance in the normal state of PCCO increases asx is
lowered.9 Moreover, the field induced normal state in PCC
has a metallic behavior for overdoped samples (x.0.15) and
the resistivity shows an upturn at low temperatures for o
mally doped and underdoped samples (x<0.15).9 A sug-
gested mechanism for this transition was the onset of w
localization below a certain doping. This transition sugge
an increase in the electron-electron interactions asx is de-
creased. If our hypothesis about effect of interactions on
DOS is correct then the tunneling data should reflect
transition. The inset of Fig. 6 shows the point contact tunn
ing data for anx50.17 sample of PCCO (T51.6 K). At
zero field the superconducting gap is clearly seen. At 8.
the SC gap gives way to the NSG. The NSG in this cas
smaller than the one found forx50.15. Figure 6 also show
the Gnorm2 ln V plots for thex50.17 ~at T51.6 K) andx
50.13 ~at T51.61 K) samples. The deepening of the NS
with lowering ofx is clearly indicated by the increase of th
slope of theGnorm vs lnV curves and is similar to the tren
observed in metallic films with different amounts
disorder.23,26 Therefore our tunneling data shows that in t
underdoped region there are strong electron-electron inte
tions which results in a larger NSG. As the doping is
creased the effect of the interactions is lowered and a tr
towards a more conventional Fermi-liquid-like normal sta
is obtained as seen from a much smaller NSG. It has b
conjectured that for some value ofx there is quantum critica
transition in the normal state of cuprate superconductor27

The gradual disappearance of the NSG is an indication
the physical properties of the cuprates are going throug
gradual crossover with increasingx, probably due to their
proximity to this quantum critical point.

The data discussed above show that there is a NSG in
normal state of PCCO. This gap shows the properties of a
correlation gap and is related to the position of the mate
in the PCCO phase diagram, i.e., it depends on the dop
The pseudogap~PG! is a gap in the normal state of cupra
superconductors and it also depends on the doping.2 In fact
the other similarity between the NSG observed here and
PG is that the gap becomes smaller for the overdoped c
pounds. But is our observed NSG the same as the pseud
~PG!? In Ref. 11 the authors claim that the NSG they obse
in PCCO and NCCO is the pseudogap and they also estim
field values at which this NSG is suppressed. However th
is serious discrepancy in the energy scale of the pseudo
observed in Ref. 11 and in our experiments with that o
served in other experiments. Optical conductivity data
LSCO ~a hole-doped cuprate superconductor similar
PCCO! show a PG of about 500 cm21, i.e., about 62 meV.4

New optical conductivity data one-doped NCCO gives a
large pseudogap width of about 600 cm21 which survives
10451
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even above room temperature.13 Recent ARPES data als
shows evidence of a pseudogap larger than 50 meV.12 In
nonsuperconducting NCCO pseudogaps of about 200 m
have been observed from optical conductiv
measurements.28 Although the width of our NSG, which is a
‘‘soft’’ correlation gap, cannot be uniquely determined, t
energy scale of this gap is much smaller than the gaps
served in optical conductivity and ARPES experimen
Therefore for thee-doped cuprates it is unlikely that thes
gaps have the same origin. In fact the NSG observed in
tunneling measurements evolves from theDSC as the sample
is driven normal aboveHc2. This behavior is similar to tha
observed in tunneling spectra of the hole doped cup
BSCCO where a normal state gap evolves smoothly from
DSC as T is increased aboveTc .2 This gap aboveTc is be-
lieved to be the PG. However, for BSCCO the width of t
gap is;50 mV which agrees quite well with the ARPE
and optical conductivity data.2 These facts show that al
though the NSG we observe displays behavior similar to t
of the PG in the normal state of hole-doped cuprate sup
conductors, the reasons for the discrepancies of the en
scale of the gap between different experiments~for the
e-doped case! is still an open question.

There is only a small variation of the NSG with magne
field in our experiment and for the maximum field valu
that we applied (;9 T) the NSG was still prominent. Fur
ther experiments are necessary to determine accurately
variation of the NSG withT andH.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have shown that the density of states
the normal state of PCCO shows a depletion of states n
the Fermi levelEF . This normal state gap can be treated
a ‘‘soft’’ correlation gap which is formed due to electro
correlations. Such gaps have been seen in disordered m
using tunneling spectroscopy. We have argued that this ga
not the same gap observed in optical condutivity and ARP
measurements mainly due to a difference in the ene
scales. We have shown that the nature of the NSG depe
on the doping, i.e., it depends on the position in the ph
diagram. We conjecture that this NSG is linked with a qua
tum phase transition which most probably occurs in the n
mal state of the cuprates for a certain value of hole or e
tron doping.
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